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Century Industries                                    P.O. Box 17084, Bristol, Virginia 24209 
                                       Phone: 423-646-1864/276-628-7553 
 
 
April 2, 2010 
 
Mr. Pierre Saverot 
Project Manager  
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
Mail Stop: EBB-3D-02M 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Executive Boulevard Building 
603 Executive Boulevard 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 
 
RE:  Docket No. 71-9342 and TAC No. L24365, Versa-Pac Revision 2 - List of Edits for Review – 
 Final Questions  
 
Dear Mr. Saverot, 
 
Please find the response to the final questions sent on April 01, 2010 and the edited pages that were affected 
by the response for your review. 
 
Pages that have been edited: 2-10, 2-11, 2-12, 2-13, 2-17, 1-8 and 2-19.  
 

1. E-mail Dated 4-1-10: Under 2.7, you write that thee was full testing of both the 55 and 110 gallon 
   models in a variety of sequenced drops and you use the term of “accelerated 
   drops”. What do you mean exactly? Need to be reworded. 

 
 Edit: In years past, we have most likely in error, referred to the shallow angle drop as an  
  accelerated drop or slap drop in describing the oblique shallow angle drop. It was referenced 
  as such due to the accelerated secondary impact. In order to remove any confusion with a true 
  accelerated drop, we have removed the term “accelerated drop” from the pages in Section 2.7. 
  (Corrected Pages 2-11, 2-13, 2-17, 2-18, and 2-19 are Attached). 

 
2. E-mail Dated: 4-01-10: You write that the end drop test resulted in a 2 3-8” slight crumpling at the 

       bolt closure. Is it 2 3-8” long? If so, clarify for the reader. 
  

 Edit: We have reworded the sentence to clarify that the total length of the affected area was  
  2-3/8” long.(Corrected Page 2-12 Attached). 
 

3. E-mail Dated: 4-01-10: Clarify the sentence “the diameter of the package was reduced by 3 inches 
in the direction of the impact area through the bolt” (??). 

 
 Edit: The sentence was corrected to read “that the diameter across the top surface only, of the outer 
  drum lid”. (Corrected Page 2-13 Attached). 
 

4. E-mail Dated 4-01-10: In 2.6.9, the SAR needs a summary (3 lines) of the results of the compression 
tests. 
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 Edit: A conclusion paragraph has been added to Section 2.6.9 as requested.  
  (Corrected Page 2-10 Attached). 
 

Please let me know if there are any additional areas that you may have noticed that need to be edited or you 
need any additional information.  
 
 Best regards, 
 

Mike 
 
William M. (Mike) Arnold 
Phone: 423-646-1864 
E-mail: CenturyIndWMA@aol.com 


